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1. Key features 
 

 

RAD6-M is a Roll Angle Device based on an integrated 6-axis inertial box. Its key features are: 

- 6 axis inertia sensor with high accuracy (offset, gain, cross-axis and temperature drift 

compensated). 

- Roll angle calculation. 

- CAN interface with programmable baud rate and CAN identifiers. 

- Possibility to permute and orient the axis to feet product orientation on motorcycle. 
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2. Reference frames and definitions 

2.1 Product reference frame 

 

2.2 Motorcycle reference frame 
The inertial data (acceleration and angular speed) are defined in the following reference frame: 

 

The reference frame is fixed to the motorcycle, they move together. 

2.3 Roll angle definition 
The roll angle φ is calculated compared to the vertical axis (gravity direction): 
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3. Operating principle. 
 

 

        

 

3 axis 

accelerometer 

Data processing: 

- filtering 

- cross-axis compensation 

- offset compensation 

- sensitivity compensation 

- temperature drift compensation 

Axis permutation 

and orientation 

AccX_c       AccY_c        AccZ_c        GyrX_c       GyrY_c        GyrZ_c 

3 axis gyroscope 

 

AccX_user  AccY_user  AccZ_user  GyrX_user GyrY_user GyrZ_user 

Axis permutation 

and orientation 

6-axis data in product 

reference frame 

6-axis data in user 

reference frame 

CAN data : 

- Acceleration AccX_user, AccY_user and AccZ_user 

- Angular speed GyrX_user, GyrY_user and GyrZ_user 

- Roll angle φ 

Roll angle calculation 
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4. Parametering 
 

 

To configure the system according to your application, you must first connect it to a computer. To do so: 

- Install the driver of our “USB-Connect-1W-3V”. 

- Connect our “USB-Connect-1W-3V”. Please refer to the datasheet for pinout and wiring 

information. 

- Open a terminal software (for example: Teraterm).  

o Select the COM port number according to your computer peripheral manager. 

o Configure the COM port to 115200bps, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, no flux control.  

o Configure the terminal to VT100 mode, reception LF, emission CR. 

- Power on the product. 

- The header should be displayed. You can also look at the command list to start configuring. 

Then you can configure: 

- The CAN parameters (baudrate, CAN IDs). 

- The permutation of the axis. Please refer to chapter §5 to know how to define your permutation 

vector. 
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5. Installation recommendations 
The system must be positioned so that the product axis feet the motorcycle axis. It doesn’t matter the 

name and sign of the axis, but the directions must match. 

5.1 Example of installation 1: no axis permutation. 
In this example, the sensor and the motorcycle are placed in the same direction: 

 

o X and X_user are the same 

o Y and Y_user are the same 

o Z and Z_user are the same 

In this case, the permutation vector use is {1; 2; 3} 

 

5.2 Example of installation 2: axis permutation 
In this example, the product is oriented as follow: 

 

o X_user is -Z 

o Y_user is -Y 

o Z_user is -X 

The permutation vector to use is {-3; -2; -1} 
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5.3 Permutation and positioning checking 
To check whether the permutation is well configured and the product well positioned, you can look at the 

behavior of the motorcycle while stopped and while running. 

5.3.1 Expected behavior while stopped 
You can do the following tests on the stopped motorcycle. You can also simply simulate the tests by 

turning the product alone, imagining its position into the motorcycle. 

• Test 1: Put the motorcycle in a horizontal ground without any movement. The motorcycle must 

be as close as possible to the “normal” position. To increase accuracy, you can also put the driver 

on the motorcycle to have the correct “normal” pitch angle. You must read AccZ_user closed to 

+1g and all other values must be closed to 0. 

• Test 2: Tilt the motorcycle on the right side. This will apply a positive roll angle. 

o  While tilting the motorcycle, you must read a positive value for GyrX_user.   

o Once tilted, AccZ_user and AccY_user must be between 0 and +1g (depending on the roll 

angle).  

o While straightening up the motorcycle, you must read a negative value for GyrX_user.   

• Test 3: Tilt the motorcycle on the front side (for example, by raising up the rear). This will apply a 

positive pitch angle : 

o While tilting the motorcycle, you must read a positive value for GyrY_user.   

o Once tilted, AccZ_user must be between 0 and 1g (depending on the pitch angle). 

AccX_user must be between -1g and 0 (depending on the pitch angle). 

o AccZ_user and AccY_user must be between 0 and +1g (depending on the roll angle).  

o While straightening up the motorcycle, you must read a negative value for GyrY_user. 

 

5.3.2 Expected behavior while running 
The following behavior is the expected behavior while running in normal conditions, without slip and with 

a “standard” driving. This description is intended to verify product positioning and behavior while 

running: 

• AccX_user: This value must be positive while accelerating and negative while braking. 

• AccY_user: There is no simple rule for testing this axis while running. We will not enter into 

details in this document. 

• AccZ_user: This value is always positive, equals +1g when the motorcycle is vertical. 

• GyrX_user: This value must be positive while the motorcycle is tilting on right side (while the roll 

angle is increasing). 

• GyrY_user: This value must be positive while braking, always negative in the curves (left or right 

curve). 

• GyrZ_user: This value must be positive in left curves, negative in right curves. 

 

 


